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Abstract

The purposes of this research are (1) to know the roles of flash media in supporting the fourth grade student learn GCD materials by using PMRI (Pendidikan Matematika Realistik Indonesia or Indonesian Realistic Mathematics Education) approach and (2) to produce local instructional theory in GCD lesson. This research was conducted at the fourth grade of SD Yayasan IBA Palembang which is one of PMRI partner schools. The research method was used is design research with through three steps namely; preliminary design, teaching experiment, and retrospective analysis. The result of this research show that flash media; (1) can motivated the student to learn mathematics and (2) can be used to visualize the situations which are required to understand the concepts of common divisor's and GCD. The learning activities were done by student are producing learning trajectory such as (1) find out the common divisor of two numbers and (2) solve problems related to GCD.
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INTRODUCTION

The development of science and technology caused a revolution in teaching and learning. For example, learning media is made from wood, nails, goods, and so on, now can be replaced by digital tools that can be displayed online or offline by using technology. Based on the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (Wood, 2012) states that technology can help students in learning and know mathematics through the instructions that were made by teacher and the teacher can more focus to prepare how the student learn. The technology can be used nowadays such as computer, LCD, iPod, Camera, Interactive whiteboard, websites, and others.

When computer had been created, the development of software that can be used to make learning media was always creating and developing. One of them is flash. The usefulness of flash are diverse, make flash much utilized today. One of them can be used to create flash media to support the student lean GCD (Great Common Divisor).

Based on Indonesian curriculum 2006, GCD material is the first materials studied in grade IV (KTSP, 2006). GCD is very essential material; because of it’s to support materials at higher level such as make simple of fractions, factoring quadratic equations and so on. But the fact is the teachers usually teach this concept to students separately (Dogan, 2006). When this material was taught, firstly the teacher teach about factor of a number, then teach about factor of two numbers and find out the same factors (Musaqim & Astuty, 2008). So the students did not understand what the advantages in daily life about what they learned. Therefore, to make the concept of
GCD is meaningful and memorized, learning media and good learning approach are necessary to help students in learning and allows the students to feel the advantages concept of GCD by solving problems which often they found.

Learning approach that allows the connection between students' experiences with learning mathematics is Realistic Mathematics Education (Fauzan, 2002:34). Freudenthal (Gravemeijer, 1994:82) states that mathematics is human activity and learning of mathematics should be associated with reality. There are three principles of RME, namely guided reinvention through progressive mathematization, didactical phenomenology and self developed models or emergent models. Moreover RME also has five characteristics, namely use of contextual problems, use of models, use of students' contribution, interactivity and intertwining of learning strands (Zulkardi, 2001:2).

So, these issues encourage the researcher to do design research with PMRI approach which is helped by using flash media as tool to bridge contextual problem to “model of”, “model of” to “model for”, and “model for” to formal solutions.

**DISCUSSION**

In this research, the researcher only conducted first cycle in design research i.e. preliminary design, teaching experiment and retrospective analysis. In preliminary design, the researcher conducted analysis curriculum, make lesson plan which is consist of conjectures, make student worksheet and design flash media. Flash media was designed focus on function of media to help student move from situational problem to “model of”, “model of” to “model for” and “model for” to formal solution. The following is the design of flash media which was used during the lesson.

![Figure 1: Design of flash media](image)

From the Figure 1, the steps of learning would be passed by student are:
- The student was given contextual problem related to GCD of two numbers
- The student used flash media on figure 1 to bridge from contextual problem to “model of” through divide fruit into small basket.
- The student fill out the table based on the activity in number 2
The student used the table to find out the factor of numbers, common factor of two numbers and great common factor of two numbers.

Before this media was applied in classroom, firstly the teacher divided the student into 6 groups, each group there are 4 students. Then the teacher gave student worksheet to each group. In student worksheet there are 2 problems related to GCD of two numbers. The teacher asked to the student to read and try to understand the contextual problem in worksheet. Then the teacher guided them to solve problem by using flash media. The following is problem which have to be solved by student.

Mrs. Abi wants to divide 12 strawberries and 9 Apples into small baskets. If every small baskets contains same number of its fruits, find out the greatest number of small basket she needs!

To solve this problem, the student would use flash media to help them. Before that, the teacher demonstrated or gives instructions how to use it. This media is easy used by student, because of the student just dragged the object when they performed in front of class. In the figure below is activity of a group when they divide fruits into small basket.

![Figure 2: Activity of student when they divide 9 apples into two small baskets by using flash media](image)

Figure 2 show that the students able to divide 9 apples into two baskets correctly and continue divide 12 strawberries into same small basket. When they already divide 9 apples and 12 strawberries into 2 small baskets, they write down the result on the table. But not all groups can divide these fruit into 2 baskets correctly. The following figure shows different answer of two groups when they divide 12 strawberries and 9 Apples into 2 small baskets.

![Figure 3: The student write down the number of fruit for each small basket.](image)

In figure 3, there is differences answer from 2 groups. The first group, they divide 9 apples and 12 strawberries into 2 small baskets, they divide fruit separately, first
small basket for apple and the second small basket for strawberry. So they write down number of apple in each small basket is 9 and number of strawberry in each small basket is 12 without remain. But, other group didn’t agree with group who answer like that. They have other answer. They understood what the question is, so they found the correct answer. They write down if 9 apples and 12 strawberries divide into 2 small baskets then each small basket consist of 4 apples and 6 strawberries with 1 apple remain. The activity divided fruits continue till all table fill out.

The activity divided fruit by using flash media and do the worksheet is coincidence. So other groups try to fill out all tables without practice by using flash media when they understood the problem. The following is the result of student worksheet.

In student worksheet is clearly that the student could find easily the solution of GCD problem, and they could determine the factor of numbers, the common factor of two number and GCD of two numbers. They also very enthusiasm when they solve problem by using flash media. Because this media is interesting for them, so they motivated to study. The picture below is the expression of student when they are using flash media.
CONCLUSION

Based on result of the research about design research on PMRI: to support the fourth grade student learn Great Common Divisor (GCD) materials could be conclude that:

Flash media is very helpful the student to visualize the situations which are required to understand the concept of common divisor's and GCD. This is caused by flash media can display the object of problem and the object can be moved. Moreover flash could minimize the use of time.

Application of flash media to solve problem used levels on PMRI namely start from contextual problem, then the student guided to divide object (model of), the last one, the student fill out the table based on activity in “model of” (model for), and the last the student used the table to find out factor of numbers, common factor of two numbers and GCD of two numbers (formal)
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